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Abstract 

The paper centralizes the study in myth, which is at the root of all nations’ history and tradition. Myth is a 
fundamental aspect beneath it lays sources, mysteries, studies and so on. It is always been an interesting area for 
researchers to work upon the authenticity of each nation’s available or received myths over which numerous 
stories are based or carried forth via written or oral literature. The present study offers an individual perspective 
on the relationship between the three- myth, mythology and literature. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Attributable to the roots, each country has a legend or folklore as a reason for its way of life, patterns, practices, 
human advancement, living ways and powerful ideas. A human psyche with its everlasting soul and this 
nonstop human development is being trailed by undoubted and irremovable pasts or roots-those roots are 
fantasies. Fantasies continue in type of confidence, mindfulness, information or conviction. Our nature for the 
root and wild will to go into it let legends proceed with their endurance. In current world, there is a lot of 
discussion about its being common, genuine or just the non-conviction or strange notions of human 
personalities. Thus far as writing is concerned, fantasy is its necessary component. The two of them go in an 
equal supporting and converging with one another.  
 

DISCUSSION 
 
Myth – definitions: known and formed  
Myth is a specific kind of story: a story wherein a portion of the central characters are God or God-like 
individuals, bigger in power than mankind. It presents accounts of heavenly/superhuman characters who are 
rarely situated ever, its activities occur in a world above or preceding customary time. The customary fantasy 
implies a story or disclosure of one concerning the early history of individuals, or clarifying a characteristic or 
social wonder, and ordinarily including otherworldly creatures or occasions.  
Myth, an emblematic account, typically of obscure root and at any rate incompletely conventional that 
apparently relates genuine occasions and that is particularly connected with strict conviction. It is recognized 
from representative conduct (faction, custom) and emblematic places or items (sanctuaries, symbols). 
Fantasies are explicit records of divine beings or superhuman creatures engaged with phenomenal occasions 
or conditions in a period that is unknown however which is perceived as existing separated from conventional 
human experience.  
 
Mythology – the crucial element 
It is an assortment of legends, particularly one having a place with a specific religion or social conventions of a 
gathering of individuals their assortment of stories. They advise to clarify nature, history, and customs or the 
investigation of such fantasies. The term folklore means both the investigation of legend and the collection of 
fantasies having a place with a specific strict convention.  
Folklore is a fundamental element of each culture. Different birthplaces for legends have been proposed 
extending from representation of nature, embodiment of normal wonder to honest or hyperbolic records of 
verifiable occasions, to clarifications of existing custom.  
 
Eastern Folklore and Western Mythology 
Hindu is a large body of traditional narratives related to Hinduism contained in Sanskrit literature (such as the 
Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the Puranas, and the Vedas), ancient Tamil literature (such as the Sangam 
literature and Periya Puranam), several other works, and notably the Bhagavata Purana, claiming the 
status of the fifth Veda and other religious regional literature of South Asia. 
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As such, it is a sunset of Indian and Nepali culture. Rather than one consistent, monolithic structure, it is a 
range of diverse traditions, developed by different seats, people and philosophical schools, in different regions 
and of different times, which are not essentially held by all Hindus to be real accounts of historical events, but 
are considered to have deeper, often symbolic, meaning, and which have been considered a complex range of 
interpretations. 
 
19th-century theories 
The principal academic speculations of legend showed up during the second 50% of the nineteenth century. All 
in all, these nineteenth century hypotheses confined legend as a fizzled or old method of thought, frequently by 
deciphering fantasy as the crude partner of present day science. As indicated by Tylor, human idea advances 
through different stages, beginning with fanciful thoughts and bit by bit advancing to logical thoughts.  
The anthropologist James Frazer considered fantasies to be a confusion of enchanted ceremonies, which were 
themselves dependent on a mixed up thought of normal law. As indicated by Frazer, people start with an 
unwarranted confidence in generic supernatural laws. At the point when they understand their uses of these 
laws don't work, they surrender their confidence in normal law, for a faith in close to home divine beings 
controlling nature consequently offering ascend to strict fantasies. Then, people keep rehearsing once 
enchanted customs through power of propensity, reconsidering them as re-enactments of legendary occasions. 
At last people acknowledge nature adheres to common laws, however now they find their actual nature 
through science. Here again science gains fantasy old as people ground "from enchantment through religion to 
science".  
As indicated by Roland Barthes, fantasy is a type of understanding and recounting stories that is associated 
with power, political structures, and political and financial interests. There is a long standing investigation of 
legend comparable to history from various sociologies. The majority of these examinations share the 
presumption that there is no important contrast among history and fantasy as in history is verifiable, genuine, 
and exact and truth while legend is the inverse. Legend, similar to philosophy, is a word used to slander the 
narratives (or methods of comprehension) of other socio-political gatherings. 
 
Function-the fundamentalism of Myth and Mythology  
Myths uncover the origin of the world. 
The Puranas manage stories that contain legends and tales about the starting points of the world, and the lives 
and undertakings of an assortment of divine beings, goddesses, saints, courageous women and fanciful animals 
(asuras, daityas, yakshas, rakshasas, gandharvas, apsaras, kinnaaras, kimpurasas etc...). They contain 
conventions identified with old rulers, soothsayers, manifestations of God (avatra) and the legends about 
sacred spots and streams.  
Mircea Eliade contended that one of the chief elements of fantasy is to set up models for conduct and those 
fantasies may likewise give a strict encounter. By telling or re-enacting fantasies, individuals from customary 
social orders segregate themselves from the present and come back to the legendary age, in this manner 
carrying themselves closer to the heavenly. 
In a later work Campbell clarifies the relationship of fantasy to human advancement:  
The ascent and fall of developments in the long, wide course of history can be seen generally to be an element 
of the respectability and cogency of their supporting ordinances of legend; for not authority but rather goal is 
the helper, manufacturer, and transformer of human progress. A legendary group is an association of images, 
indescribable in import, by which the energies of goal are evoked and assembled toward a core interest.  
 

MODERN INTERPRETATION 
 
Myth – A Verbal Art Form 
Myth is a form of verbal art. Fantasy has matching with writing. We continue making our legends, continue 
adapting the world. It manages the world that man makes. A culture's aggregate folklore passes on having a 
place, mutual and strict experience, social models, and good and viable exercises.  
Like folk-tales, myths have abstract and unique story pattern and designs. This story pattern are not plausible 
or logical in motivation. 
Myth, when contrasted with folktales, is accepted to have truly occurred. Fantasies in outstanding noteworthy 
manner clarify certain highlights of life. Legends stay together and develop greater structures. We have 
creation legends, fall and flood fantasies, and awesome marriage and saint heritage legends, prophetically 
catastrophic myths. The all out type of workmanship is a world whose substance is nature however whose 
structure is human. Henceforth when it mirrors nature, it acclimatizes nature to human structure.  
 
Two Concepts: Analogy and Identity 
The two extraordinary reasonable standards which legend utilizes in absorbing nature to human structure are 
similarity and character. Similarity sets up the equals between human life and characteristic wonder, and 
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personality imagines a "sun-god" or "tree-god". Things which can be found in nature can be found in human life 
in a characteristic wonder. We need to have faith in fantasy and when we don't accept, it gets artistic.  
Fantasies are sequential and not basic. Fantasies are regularly utilized as moral stories of science or religion or 
mortality. They can't be converted into reasonable language. Fantasies' life is consistently the wonderful 
existence of a story. When there is a framework, fantasies lose all association with conviction, and it turns out 
to be simply artistic. Fantasy, in this manner, gives the primary frameworks and the outline of a verbal universe 
which is later involved by writing.  
In all societies, folklore combines torpidly into and with writing. The contrast among folklore and writing is 
ordered than auxiliary. Numerous incredible artistic works are gotten legitimately from explicit fantasies. 
Folklore as a complete structure characterizing as it does a general public's strict conviction, authentic 
customs, cosmological theories the entire scope of its verbal articulations is the grid of writing and the 
significant verse continues coming back to it. In each age, artists who are scholars and profoundly worried 
about the starting point or fate or wants of humanity can scarcely locate an abstract topic that doesn't co-inside 
with a fantasy.  
So also, the basic standards of a folklore developed from similarity and personality become at the appropriate 
time the basic standards of writing.  
Fantasies are not equivalent to tales, legends, folktales, fantasies, stories, or fiction, yet the ideas may cover. 
Strikingly, during the nineteenth century time of Romanticism, folktales and fantasies were seen as 
disintegrated parts of before folklore. Some ongoing methodologies have dismissed a contention between the 
estimation of fantasy and sane idea, frequently seeing legends, as opposed to being simply incorrect, authentic 
records as articulations for understanding general mental, social or cultural facts.  
Fanciful topics are likewise regularly deliberately utilized in writing, starting with Homer. The subsequent 
work may explicitly allude to a legendary foundation without itself being essential for a collection of fantasies 
(Cupid and Psyche). The archaic sentiment specifically plays with this cycle of transforming legend into writing. 
 
Modern Mythology 
In current society, legend is regularly viewed as authentic or old. Numerous researchers in the field of social 
examinations are presently starting to investigate the possibility that legend has worked itself into current 
talks. Present day arrangements of correspondence take into account far reaching correspondence over the 
globe, along these lines empowering legendary talk and trade among more prominent crowds than at any other 
time. Different components of fantasy would now be able to be found in TV, film and computer games.  
The premise of present day narrating in both film and TV lies profoundly established in the legendary 
convention. Numerous contemporary and innovatively progressed motion pictures frequently depend on old 
fantasies to develop stories. The Disney Corporation is notable among social investigation researchers for 
"rehashing" conventional youth myths.3 while numerous movies are not as clear as Disney fantasies in regard 
to the work of legend, the plots of numerous movies are to a great extent dependent on the unpleasant 
structure of the fantasy. Fanciful originals, for example, the wake up call with respect to the maltreatment of 
innovation, fights among divine beings, and creation stories are regularly the subject of significant film 
creations. These movies are frequently made under the appearance of cyberpunk activity films, dream 
dramatizations, and whole-world destroying stories. Despite the fact that the scope of stories, just as the 
medium in which it is being told is continually expanding, it is clear legend keeps on being an inescapable and 
basic part of the aggregate imagination.4 Recent movies, for example, Clash of the Titans, Immortals, or Thor 
proceed with the pattern of mining conventional folklore so as to straightforwardly make a plot for present day 
utilization.  
With the innovation of current fantasies, for example, urban legends, the legendary customary will carry on to 
the expanding assortment of mediums accessible in the 21st century and past. The essential thought is that 
fantasy isn't just an assortment of stories for all time fixed to a specific time and spot ever, yet a continuous 
social practice inside each general public. Numerous writers use folklore these days as a reason for their books, 
for example, Rick Riordan, who's Percy Jackson and Heroes of Olympus arrangement is arranged in this present 
reality where the Greek divine beings are genuine, and his Kane Chronicles with Egyptian divine beings.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Myths have become now the open finished conversation that continues going on the grounds that it is wide 
range and an umbrella term. It applies to human progress and the human development continues making, 
keeping up, breaking and investigating the standards and ways. Be that as it may, according to a state of 
conversation and for reaching resolution, one needs to stop at certain focuses. 
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